ABSTRACT Camera identification has recently attracted considerable attention in the image forensic field of research. Several algorithms have been established based on the hand-crafted features and deep learning, through analysis of the traces achieved by the digital image acquisition process. Although these approaches have led to a breakthrough in the image forensics, some important problems still remain unsolved. For instance, extracting the hand-crafted features with human efforts is a difficult and time-consuming process, while data-driven deep learning methods tend to learn features that represent image contents rather than cameras' characteristics. To fully take advantages of both hand-crafted and data-driven technologies, we propose a domain knowledge-driven method, which consists of one pre-processing module, one feature extractor, and one hierarchical multi-task learning procedure. The pre-processing module can introduce the domain knowledge to the subsequent deep learning network. Moreover, for device-level identification, hierarchical multi-task learning can provide more supervise information from the brand and model. The proposed framework is evaluated on three different tasks, i.e., the brand, model, and device-level identification using original and manipulated images. Our classification results demonstrate that the proposed method is effective and robust. To evaluate the robustness of the proposed method, we create a new database for the cell-phone identification and evaluate the proposed method. It is found that the accuracy of the cell-phone device identification can reach 84.3%, which is much higher than that of the camera identification. Moreover, the t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding visualization results confirm that the features of different cell-phone devices are visually more separable than cameras.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the fast development of multimedia, digital images have extremely affected our social lives. In particular, digital images play an increasingly important role as a form of evidence in the judicial system and the criminal investigation process [1] . As a consequence, identifying the source of digital images represents an essential requirement. Therefore, image forensics have been introduced for this purpose [2] , [3] . Camera identification, which determines what camera has captured the image, has been an important research area in the image forensics over the past two
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decades [4] . It may help detecting sources of illicit photos and other important security issues. On the other hand, the extensive use of digital images has promoted the widespread availability of image editing software such as Adobe Photoshop, so that users may easily modify or edit a digital image without leaving any visual evidence [5] , [6] . People are convenient to share images through different social media or sharing platforms such as Facebook and Instagram in the Internet, which significantly compress the images. Hence, it is also of great interest to identify the origin of a manipulated image.
People may easily examine the image file's header from the Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) header or the Exchangeable Image File Format (EXIF) header, each of which contains the camera information and the conditions under which the image was taken, e.g. camera model, exposure time, and focal length. However, this information is fragile and may be easily manipulated if the image is re-saved in a different format or re-compressed [7] . Hence, it is potentially useful to identify the camera from digital image by using blind analysis that does not leverage header data introduced at the image creation [8] . The starting point for camera identification is to analyze and understand the operational principle of the digital image acquisition process and extract the inherent traces left in the acquisition cycle, as shown in Fig. 1 . First, light of the scene successively passes through the camera's lens system, the anti-aliasing filter and the color filter array, and then reaches the camera's sensor. Next, the resulting image produced by the sensor goes through the color interpolation and is subjected to the internal processing, such as white balancing and JPEG compression [9] . Each component may leave unobservable statistical traces or other artifacts on the image. Thus, the source of the camera may be identified and recognized through identifying these fingerprints intrinsically present in the image itself.
In previous works on camera identification, one digital image is analyzed by using different hand-crafted features. For example, the Photo Response Non-Uniformity (PRNU) property is unique to the individual sensor of a camera [10] . Hence, some methods apply statistical techniques on the extracted features and build a PRNU model to approach this task [7] , [11] , [12] . Due to the cost considerations, most cameras employ a single mosaic structured Color Filter Array (CFA) rather than having different filters for each color component [13] , [14] . Cameras from different manufacturers have their own unique interpolation algorithms to reconstruct the missing color values. Hence, some methods provide the camera model identification by using the color features [15] , [16] , e.g. by computing the correlation between the average of the RGB channel or Image Quality Metrics (IQM) [14] , [17] . Some methods identify the camera source using physical characteristics, such as lens radial distortion [18] and sensor dusty patterns in the Digital Single Lens Reflex (DSLR) [19] , [20] . All these methods rely on the hand-designed features to uncover the camera-specific information.
However, with the improvement of manufacturing, the extractable features of cameras are becoming weaker. Extracting the hand-crafted features depends on the experience of the experts. Hence, one may use the deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) to identify the camera source [21] , [23] , [24] . The CNN is capable of automatically extracting the high-level vision features from images. It may reach the comparable results with conventional methods while not depends on the human-designed features and reduce much time consumption. The Residual Networks (ResNet) expand upon the CNN framework by introducing a shortcut connection [25] . It may increase the depth of the network without the problem of vanishing gradients. Moreover, ResNet exhibits strong feature representation ability, which can simultaneously extract both low-and high-level features [25] , and represents a very large implicit ensemble of several networks [26] . The ResNet has been used as the fundamental network backbone in [27] and [28] .
However, strong feature representation ability is a double-edged sword for camera identification. When extracting features with deep models for camera identification, image contents may act as noise during the learning process. That is, given a finite amount of data, sufficiently deep models may erroneously focus on the non-physical camera details such as users' photography preference or the image contents. Hence, the network of the camera identification should be carefully designed to avoid these tendencies. To this end, we propose to extend the ResNet-based method on a domain knowledge-driven pre-processing module. This pre-processing module is capable of extracting features from the original image and its multi-scale high frequency parts, and then, merge the features by concatenation. This ''split-transform-merge'' strategy can simultaneously boost various types of domain knowledge. For example, the high frequency parts may reduce the interference of images contents and users' preference, while the original images may retain the ''fingerprints'' from the color information.
In addition, compared with the brand-level and model-level camera identification, it is more meaningful to identify the camera device as it can provide more accurate traceability. However, it is more challenging to identify the cameras at the device-level, as the ''fingerprints'' for camera device are much weaker than the brand and model. As we may know, camera brand, model, and device can form a hierarchical correlation. Thus, in order to extract an extremely weak signal for distinguishing the camera devices, we adopt a hierarchical multi-task deep learning method. It introduces more supervised information from the brand and model-level VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. The overall structure of our method with the details in Table 2 . The input image is firstly sent into the pre-processing module to generate intermediate features. These features are further fed into the deep network for camera identification. ''Conv'' indicates the convolutional layer. Down-sampling is performed by Res3_1, Res4_1, and Res5_1 with a stride of 2. Classify_1, classify_2 and classify_3 are used to identify camera brands, modes, and devices, respectively.
identification to increase the performance of the device-level identification.
In summary, we propose a new method which combines a domain knowledge-driven pre-processing and a multi-task learning. The performance of the proposed method is evaluated on three tasks of image forensics, i.e., identifying the camera brand, model, and the individual device. Two databases, i.e., Dresden database [29] and a new cell-phone camera identification database created by us, are used for the evaluation process. Our new database includes both original and manipulated images. Experiments demonstrates that the proposed model operates well on both two databases, and is also robust to manipulated images.
The contribution of this paper is as follows. 1) We provide the first work on the camera identification by using a domain knowledge-driven deep multi-task learning method. The pre-processing module-based ''split-transform-merge'' strategy allows the deep learning network to make better use of domain knowledge, and the hierarchical multi-task learning can introduce more supervised information across different tasks. The proposed method performs well in the brand, model, and device identification in both original images and manipulated images. 2) We provide a new database for the cell-phone camera identification. According to the t-SNE visualization analysis, we find the features of the image shot by different cell-phone devices are much more visually separable than those of consumer-level cameras. The experimental results also confirm that the performance of the device-level identification in cell-phone cameras can reach 84.3% which is significantly better than that of the consumer-level cameras (52.4%). It highlights the practical value of the cell-phone identification.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the proposed domain knowledge-driven deep multi-task network. Section III evaluates the performance of the proposed method, and followed by conclusions in Section IV.
II. METHODOLOGY
Deep learning methods have introduced excellent performance on several computer vision applications, including image classification and object recognition. Identifying which camera shot a given image within a set of possible candidates is basically equivalent to an image classification problem, where the input data is an image described as a matrix of pixels and the output is a label, i.e., the camera brand, model or device. Fig. 2 shows a new framework for this specific problem. The framework is composed of two main parts, i.e., a domain knowledge-driven pre-processing module and a hierarchical multi-task learning method based on the ResNet. The pre-processing module introduces domain knowledge for the camera identification with the deep learning method. A hierarchical multi-task learning adds more supervised information to the classification problem by sharing the information across all the tasks. The ResNet can integrate low/mid/high-level features together and reuse previous features by shortcut connections [30] . In addition, ResNet can be seen as an ensemble of several networks which may substantially improve the performance [26] . Further details are given in the following subsections.
A. DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE-DRIVEN PRE-PROCESSING MODULE
As discussed in [7] , [10] , [12] , and [31] , the consistent patterns contained in the sensor noise are the key to camera source identification. Generally, previous works extract the residual noise from an image by subtracting a denoised version of itself, as
where I denotes the original image, F(•) is the designed de-noising filter, e.g. a Gaussian or wavelet filter, F(I ) represents the denoised image, and N is the high-pass image. The high-pass image N may significantly reduce the contents interference [7] . It may also effectively capture the non-stationary contents, such as edges, spikes and breakpoints. Based on this view, and driven by the widely used idea of multi-scale [32] - [34] , we use a sequential multi-scale High Pass Filter (HPF) for achieving the residual image, as
where F i (•) is the i-th Gaussian filter, and N i is the i-th HPF output. Gaussian filters are a class of linear smoothing filters with the weights chosen according to the shape of a Gaussian function. In our method, the kernel sizes of these three Gaussian filters are 3 × 3, 5 × 5 and 7 × 7, respectively. And the Gaussian kernel standard deviation in both X and Y direction is 1. By subtracting the output results of these three Gaussian filters, we can obtain three HPF outputs which were previously filtered with different Gaussian filter mask scales. As shown in [7] , [12] , and [23] , all high-pass filters are used for achieving the images edges and sensor noises. Hence, the multi-scale HPF ouputs may extract the multi-scale components and retain the information such as edges and sensor noise. The sequential multi-scale HPF can learn the correlation at different scales in the high-frequency images. This can help suppress the image contents and improve the signal noise ratio of the sensor ''fingerprint''. However, using only the high-frequency images may ignore the ''fingerprints'' included in the color information, such as the color interpolation and the image quality metric. Therefore, a domain knowledge-driven preprocessing module based on the ''split-transform-merge'' strategy is proposed [35] . First, we split the network into four groups, and send I, N1, N2, N3 (each has three channels) into each group to extract their own features by the convolutional layers, respectively. The filter weights of these layers are learned automatically by the back-propagation algorithm. Then, we merge these features from different groups, and set them as the input of the subsequent deep learning network. The ''split'' strategy can not only learn the features from different groups separately, but also reduce the Table 2 shows more details.
number of parameters and computational complexity [35] . The ''merge'' strategy may create ''the share latent space'' and simultaneously merge the features driven by various domain knowledge. It would help suppress the redundant features. Fig. 3 shows the entire pre-processing module, which may be described as follows.
1) Use the multi-scale HPF to extract three HPF outputs with different scales. 2) Send the original image and the HPF outputs to the deep network to extract their own individual features. The convolutional layer in Fig. 3 performs four groups of convolutions whose input and output channels are three-dimensional (3D) and sixteen-dimensional (16D). 3) Concatenate these extracted features and pass them through the deep network for final classification.
B. THE FEATURE EXTRACTOR
The depth of a deep learning network significantly affects the classification performance. Increasing the number of layers may improve the model capacity as well as its performance. However, learning better networks is not as easy as stacking more layers. The problem of vanishing gradients comes as the increasing depth [25] . On the other hand, with the increase of the layers, it is hard to avoid the loss of information.
For the weak signal of camera identification, this is a fatal problem. Hence, the previous work has mainly focused on the shallower neural networks [21] , [36] , [37] . Otherwise, simple CNN-based methods use only the last layer for classification. While conventional methods with the hand-crafted features utilize low-level features [27] , such as the characteristics of the lens, the sensor pattern noise and the CFA mode. The previous work has not considered simultaneous combining the low/mid/high level features for camera identification. Here, we select the ResNet as the fundamental feature extractor, as shown in Fig. 2 , for integrating features from multiple layers as well as fixing the problem of vanishing gradients and information loss. The Residual Neural Network (ResNet) is a most popular deep learning network for the vision tasks [25] . As shown in Fig. 2 , it adds a shortcut connection and element-wise addition to every few stacked layers. Formally, it is defined as follows [38] ,
where x l and x l+1 are the input and output of the l-th residual unit. In Eq. 3, the function F(x l , W l ) represents the residual mapping to be learned and are a stack of two convolutional operations in this paper, W l is a set of weights (and biases) associated with the l-th residual unit, and the function h(x l ) is set as an identity mapping to match the dimensions of x l and
is the operation after element-wise addition, and f (•) is ReLU which is nearly an identity mapping in this paper. Assume f (•) is just an identity mapping, so x l+1 can be expressed as
and recursively, one may achieve
for any deeper unit L and any shallower unit l. It exhibits that the model is in a residual fashion between any units L and l [38] . Any x l is a direct forward propagation to any x L , plus a residual function in a form of
Instead of directly fitting a desired underlying mapping, the ResNet allows these layers to fit a residual mapping that contains shorter connections between the layers close to the input and those close to the output, and makes the data flow smoother between the networks [25] . Denoting the loss function as E, from the chain rule of back-propagation [39] , we may achieve
The ResNet block provides each layer the direct access to the gradients from the loss function and the previous input signal. That is, any ∂E ∂x L is a direct back-propagation to any shallower unit l. In general, the term
) cannot be always -1 for all samples in a mini-batch [38] . This can alleviate the vanishing gradient problem from the increasing depth and help training of deeper network architectures.
On the other hand, the residual path enables the reuse of the features from previous layers that forms a hierarchical multi-task learning structure but introduces neither extra parameter nor computation complexity. This method also pushes the limits of the network multiplicity [26] and reduces the loss of weak signal by reusing the features. It may also enrich the levels of the features by the number of stacked layers (depth) [25] . Moreover, the ResNet block can boost a set of discriminative features from multiple layers together by summation [25] . It may simultaneously integrate low/mid/high level features. ResNet has led to a series of breakthroughs for extracting weak features for classification tasks.
Finally, as mentioned in [26] , we may unroll the recursion into an exponential number of nested terms, expanding one layer at each substitution step. Considering l = 3, Eq. 4 may be expressed as
From Eq. 7, we may see that the ResNet form an ensemble of exponentially networks [26] . It may boost the shallow networks together, and increase the ability of feature representation. This argument may be summarized as follows. 1) The ResNet is easy to be optimized and may easily enjoy the accuracy gains from greatly increased depth. 2) The ResNet can reuse the features from the previous layers which can reduce the loss of weak information.
3) The ResNet can simultaneously integrate multiple features to classify and identify the camera sources. 4) The ResNet can be seen as the ensemble of several networks, and improves the performance and robustness of the deep network. Hence, the ResNet can be used for camera identification efficiently.
C. HIERARCHICAL MULTI-TASK LEARNING
The multi-task learning may be described as an inductive transfer mechanism whose goal is to improve the performance by sharing relevant information across multiple tasks [40] , [41] . Several deep learning methods have benefited from the multi-task learning (MTL), such as face representation [42] , vehicles classification [43] , [44] , and object detection [45] . However, most of the existing deep MTL methods deal with different tasks in parallel. For the problem in this paper, the less common but more appropriate approach of treating tasks hierarchically is used, in which the next task is based on the preceding one.
Compared with the features extracted at the individual device level, the features at the brand and the model levels constitute the much stronger signal. Therefore, they can provide more information for device-level camera identification. Considering that the correlation among camera brand, model and device forms a hierarchical structure, we propose a cascaded multi-task learning method for camera identification. The proposed method first addresses the brand classification and model classification, and then, identifies the individual device as the final classification, as shown in Fig. 2 . This structure is expected to extract the correlation among different levels and improve the performance of device-level identification.
On the other hand, when the multi-task network addresses the brand-level identification, it divides the features of different camera brands into different subspaces. Then, when addressing the model-level identification, it classifies the different camera models from the same brand based on the brand-specific subspace. We have a similar situation with the device-level identification. By restricting parameter sharing to follow this hierarchical structure, we believe the modeling and parameter learning problems are easier than identifying separately based on model or device.
D. CLASSIFIER
In most conventional CNN-based methods, the feature maps of the last convolutional layer are vectorised and fed into two fully connected layers followed by a soft-max layer. However, the fully connected layers require a large amount of parameters, and require considerable computation for training. To reduce the computation burden, previous works only extracted small size of patches from the images when training and testing [21] , [23] , [24] , [37] . A more appropriate method is to use a majority voting strategy for the validation which can improve the performance [21] . Nevertheless, this method would consume more testing time and uses only a part of the features in the image that may lose some useful information. Therefore, to avoid majority voting on multiple patches and make the size of the test image unrestricted, here the whole images will be sent for the validation.
Before sending to the fully connected layer and soft-max layer to compute the loss function, the global average pooling (GAP) [46] is used over all feature maps to replace one of the traditional fully connected layers in the CNN. It takes the average of each feature map from the last convolutional layer to generate a feature vector. That is, if the number of feature maps from the last convolutional layer is N , it will generate a 1 × N feature vector after GAP layer. Then, the resulting vector after GAP layer is sent to the fully connected layer and the soft-max layer to compute the loss function. The number of neurons of this fully connected layer is same as the number of classification categories. Global average pooling layer has no parameter to be optimized and may avoid overfitting [24] . Moreover, it provides no limit on the size of the test images. We use a joint-training strategy and define a multi-task loss
where L brand , L model , and L device are the soft-max function for the brand, model, and device-level identification. The soft-max function can be written as follow,
where m is the number of mini batch samples and k is the number of labels, 1(•) is the indicator function. The hyper-parameters λ 1 , λ 2 , and λ 3 weights the contribution from the supervision information of the brand, model, and device, respectively. The device identification is the much more challenging problem compared with the brand and model-level identification, so we may give a larger value to λ 3 than others. Hence, by cross validation, we set the weight λ 1 = 0.3, λ 2 = 0.3, and λ 3 = 0.4 separately, which has the better performance, and we don't update them when training.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

A. DATABASE
We evaluate the proposed method on two databases. The first database is Dresden database [29] , containing 16,960 natural images from 74 different consumer-level camera devices at 14 brands and 27 models. The second database is a new cell-phone identification database created by us, which contains total 51 cell-phone devices from 10 brands and 33 models. In total, 11,571 images are taken from different scenes of the day and the night. The range of the image sizes are from 2000×3000 to 4000×5000. Table 1 describes the details and Fig. 4 shows the example images of the database. In order to remove the content preference of individual users, each volunteer was asked to provide images of scenery, plants, food and animals, respectively. That is, cell-phone cameras possess different images but similar contents. This strategy may guide deep learning network to focus on the subtle features of the cell-phone cameras rather than the contents of the image. We will later make our database public for image forensics and information security field. Meanwhile, in the real world, people may perform some manipulations in the original images and send them through social applications or upload them to sharing platforms, which means most of the images that may be achieved are manipulated using different types of algorithms. Hence, manipulations are also performed on the original images, such as blurring, compression and enhancement, in order to confirm the robustness of the proposed model. Table 2 reports the definition of the convolutional layers and the ResNet blocks used for camera identification, along with its main meta-parameters. We adopt batch normalization right after each convolutional layer and before the ReLu activation function [47] . Following the method in [48] , here the biases VOLUME 7, 2019 are initialized with zero, and the weights W ij at each layer read as the following commonly used heuristic
B. IMPLEMENTATION
where U [−a, a] is the uniform distribution in the interval (−a, a) and n j is the size of the j-th layer.
In the experiments, three-fold cross-validation is used, where 2/3 of the database is selected for training (about 11,300 images) and the rest is used for validation. No overlap exist between the training and the validation set. In the training procedure, 48 × 48 patches are randomly cropped from the images or its horizontal flip, with the per-pixel mean subtracted [49] . Using small-size of patches for training may reduce the interference of image contents as much as possible, as well as augmenting the database. We only use one image when the validation procedure, and the entire image with original resolution is used. The final accuracy is calculated by averaging. We use the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm with a mini-batch size of 128 to optimize the network. The initial learning rate starts from 0.1 and is divided by 10 when the error plateaus. We set the momentum to 0.9 and the weight decay to 0.0001. All experiments are carried out with the widely used deep learning framework ''Caffe''. The experiments are conducted on a server with NVIDIA GeForce 1080 GPU, 64G RAM and a 56 Intel(R)Xeon(R) CPU E5-2683 V3@2.00GHz.
C. ABLATION STUDY
In order to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method, three experiments, on the brand-level, model-level, and device-level identification (i.e., classification), are performed on the Dresden database. We use the ResNet-based method, proposed in [27] , as the baseline. It is a single-task learning method, which separately trains three ResNet for brand/model/device-level identification. Similar to the proposed method, each ResNet of the baseline possesses 25 convolutional layers. We also use the same meta-parameters as [27] for the sake of a fair comparison. Table 3 presents the experimental results.
1) PERFORMANCE OF PRE-PROCESSING MODULE
From the results shown in Table III , we may find that the pre-processing module greatly improves all three tasks. Especially, in the device-level identification, it offers over 5% improvement compared with the result of the ResNet-based method. With the ''split-transform-merge'' strategy, different training branches represent different domain knowledge, and the feature extraction process among different HPF ouputs and original images would not interfere with each other.
If we directly apply all the multi-scale Gaussian filters to the input image and not use the sequential filters, the accuracy of brand, model, and device-level identification are 99.2%, 96.1%, and 48.9%, respectively. These are all slightly lower than the proposed pre-processimg module. If we take all HPF ouputs with different scales and original image as input without ''split-transform-merge'' strategy, the accuracy of the device-level identification is only 45.0%. It decreases about 5% compared with using ''split-transform-merge'' strategy, even not higher than the baseline method. On the other hand, if the pre-processing module does not train with the original image, the accuracy is only 49.4% in device-level identification. It has reduced by 1.5% compared with the whole pre-processing module, but is still about 4% higher than the ResNet-based method. This point is just consistent with the idea of conventional methods, i.e., color is also an important characteristic for the camera identification [13] , [14] . Therefore, application of the multi-scale HPF to high-pass residual images extraction, and training them with the original images in the ''split-transform-merge'' strategy, represents an effective domain knowledge-driven pre-processing module in the proposed method. It may introduces the domain knowledge to the deep learning method, which may separately learn the characteristics of the camera identification from the high-pass residual images with different scales and the original images, and learn the correlation among them.
2) PERFORMANCE OF THE HIERARCHICAL MULTI-TASK
It may be seen from Table 3 that, after using hierarchical multi-task learning, the average accuracy improvement of the brand, model and device-level identification reads about 1.7%, 2.5%, and 5.4%, respectively. All of them are higher than the results of the single-task learning, that is, the baseline method. Especially, the accuracy of device-level identification improves over 5%. In addition, compared with ''ResNet+Preprocessing'', the performance of the method, ''ResNet+Preprocessing+Multi-task'', also increases 1.5% in device-level identification.
We also try to concurrently deal with these three tasks in the last convolutional layers ( the sixth row in Table 3) . The device-level identification accuracy may reach 47.2%. It is higher than the results of the single-task learning, but still lower than the hierarchical multi-task method. It confirms that, the multi-task learning may add more supervise information. However, a hierarchical multi-task structure may be used to achieve more higher performance. Table 4 shows the experimental results in identifying 14 different camera brands, 27 different camera models, and 74 different camera devices in Dresden database compared with previous methods. In [21] , it is shown that the performance of a CNN-based method in camera identification is better than the previous conventional methods with hand-crafted feature. While compared with the proposed method, it is still about 20% lower in the device-level identification, 5.5% lower in the model-level identification, and 1.8% lower in the brand-level identification. The ACFM-net is a new convolutional neural network based approach [32] . It focuses on the robustness of the network rather than performing well in all three tasks. However, it still performs better than the CNN-based method in the device-level identification. The ResNet-based method performs better than the CNN-based method and ACFM-net, but the accuracies of all three tasks are still lower than the proposed method.
D. COMPARISONS
Tuama et al. [23] , [50] only identified 14 different camera models in Dresden database. For fair comparison, we validate these 14 camera models as well. The conventional methods with hand-crafted features, e.g. the PRNU 1 and feature extraction methods [50] can reach 97.5% and 98.7%, respectively. The deep learning method, SmallNet [23] , can reach 97.1%. However, the proposed method still performs better and can reach 98.8%. Fig. 5 depicts the convergence curve of the CNN-based method, ACFM-net, ResNet-based method and the proposed method. We retrained these networks by using the source code provided by the authors. It is obvious that the proposed method (the red line in Fig. 5 ) converges faster and has a lower training loss compared with other methods. Fig. 6, 7 , and 8 show the confusion matrix of the camera brand, model, and device-level identification provided by the proposed method. From the confusion matrix, we may observe which categories are hard to be distinguished.
E. ANALYSIS OF THE CONFUSION MATRIX
The brand-level camera identification is performed with 14 different camera brands in the Dresden database. As shown by the confusion matrix in Fig. 6 , the proposed method may discriminate most brands well, almost all of the brand can reach to 100% identification accuracy.
The model-level identification is validated on 27 different camera models in the Dresden database, some of which come from the same brand. The average accuracy is 97.1% and is lower than the brand-level identification. It is due to the fact that the captured images from the camera models of the same manufacturer are sometimes harder 1 The result of PRNU method has been shown in the slides http://www.lirmm.fr/ chaumont/publications/WIFS2016_TUAMA_COMBY_CHAUMONT_Camera_Model_Identification_ With_CNN_slides.pdf to separate, especially Canon_Ixus55 and Canon_Ixus70, Nikon_D70 and Nikon_D70s. As the confusion matrix of the model-level camera identification task shown in Fig. 7 , Canon_Ixus55 is mistaken as Canon_Ixus70 23.5% of the time, and Nikon_D70 is mistaken as Nikon_D70s 29.5% of the time. In [21] and [22] , Nikon_D70 and Nikon_D70s are simply considered as the same camera model.
By analyzing 74 different individual camera devices identification, an average accuracy of 52.4% is achieved. This task is more difficult than the previous two tasks. Compared with the brand and model-level identifications, different devices from the same brand and same model are much harder to separate. As the confusion matrix shown in Fig. 8 , some camera devices are much harder to separate, such as the Olympus_mju_1050SW, the average accuracy of which is only 43.3%. In contrast, some camera devices can still operate well, such as Sony_DSC-T77. The average identification can reach 77.47%. Compared with the content-adaptive fusion residual networks [28] , which just trained with three devices of Sony_DSC-T77 and the accuracy is only 73.27%, the proposed method still outperforms about 4% higher. The t-SNE visualization results in Fig. 10 also show that the different devices of Sony_DSC-T77 are easy to separate compared with the Olympus_mju_1050SW.
F. PERFORMANCE OF CELL-PHONE IDENTIFICATION
With the popularity of cell-phone, people are easier to take photos by cell-phone cameras. The cell-phone identification becomes more and more meaningful in the image forensics. In order to confirm the robustness of the proposed method, we extend the camera identification to the cell-phone cameras. Table 5 demonstrates that the domain knowledge-driven pre-processing module and multi-task are capable of improving the performance of the network, as described in Ablation Study. Compared with the CNN and the ResNet-based methods, the proposed methods outperforms well. Especially in the device-level identification, its accuracy is about 10% higher than the CNN and ResNet-based methods. But the accuracy of the brand-level identification is about 3% lower than the CNN-based method. This is due to the fact that the higher accuracy of the device-level identification demonstrates the larger variance in different cell-phone devices. For the brand and model-level identification, the device features may be considered as another type of noise, which results in the decrease of accuracy. 9 and 10 plot the visualization results in the feature space of the images shot by different cell-phones and consumer-level cameras. We use the t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [51] method to draw the visualization scatter plot which compresses the features from the last fully connected layer into 2-dimensions. In details, the number of the multidimensional features of the fully connected layer are 74 in camera device identification, and are 51 in cell-phone device identification. From Fig. 9 , it may be seen that the features of the images shot by the same cell-phone device is closer than those from different devices. For example, we may clearly distinguish different devices VOLUME 7, 2019 from Fig. 9 , such as iPhone7_0, iPhone7_1 and iPhone7_2. Relatively, it indicates that the variance of the images shot by different devices from the same models is very large. For example, the features of the images taken by iPhone_5s have significantly deviated from iPhone_6, but they are close to the XIAOMI_Mi2 cameras. This also yields decreases of the accuracy of the brand-level cell-phone identification. As for the consumer-level cameras (shown in Fig. 10 ), the variance of the images shot by different devices in the feature space are small and the distance among them is not obvious, such as three different Olympus_mju_1050SW devices. As a consequence, the accuracy of the device-level identification is lower than that of the cell-phone. However, different camera brands are visually separable. Therefore, the brandlevel identification accuracy of the consumer-level cameras are nearly 100%. Fig. 9 and 10 also confirm the difference between the consumer-level cameras and the cell-phones cameras.
On the other hand, because of the lower cost sensitivity, the consumer-level cameras can purse much perfect manufacturing process. It then yields a small difference among different camera devices from the same camera models. While for the cell-phone cameras, it has higher cost sensitivity, and thus relaxes the requirement of the quality of the hardware. However, due to the better computing resources, the lack of imaging quality may be improved by the image processing algorithm. It also gives us more discriminative ''fingerprints'' for the device-level identification. The t-SNE analysis and the experimental results have demonstrated that the cell-phone device identification is more practical than the consumer-level camera device identification. It is worth doing further research on cell-phone camera identification.
G. CAMERA IDENTIFICATION UNDER MANIPULATED IMAGES
Images for camera identification (including consumer-level cameras and cell-phone cameras) may be subjected to a series of manipulations, such as blurring, compression and enhancement. To verify the robustness of the proposed method, some experiments are conducted on the camera identification through manipulated images. In order to simulate the actual application, some images are subjected to three main manipulation operations: blurring, compression, and enhancement. For blurring, four operations are considered, i.e., the average blur, motion blur, bilateral blur, and the median blur. For compression, three different parameterizations of the DCT are used, including 60%, 80%, and 100% compressions. For enhancements, four operations are considered, i.e., the brightness, color, contrast and the sharpness enhancement. After manipulating, the total number of the consumer-level camera images and the cell-phone images is increased to 101,760 and 127,281, respectively. Some examples of the manipulated images are shown in Fig. 11 . When training, the original and manipulated images are concurrently mixed. Next, 2/3 of them were randomly selected as the training set. In order to avoid the interference of image contents, the original and manipulated images with the same contents would be only in either training set or testing set. Tables 6 and 7 present the experimental results of the consumer-level camera and the cell-phone camera identification under manipulated images versus original images. After manipulation, the accuracies of identification are slightly lower than training with the original images. It is understandable as the image information of color and structure would be destroyed after manipulation. Especially, from Table 6 , it can be seen that the consumer-level camera identification may be affected by enhancement which make the images lose much color information. Hence, the performance of the images under enhancement is lower than other manipulations in the consumer-level camera identification. However, the proposed method is still robust to most manipulated images, especially for the images shot by the cell-phone cameras.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We introduced a camera identification method based on multi-task learning with a domain knowledge-driven preprocessing module. To demonstrate the efficiency and robustness of our method, we provided experimental results on Dresden database and the cell-phone database. The t-SNE analysis also demonstrates the difference between the consumer-level cameras and the cell-phone cameras. Moreover, we find that the accuracy of the cell-phone device identification has substantially increased and reached 84.3% accuracy. Hence, there is an urgent need to focus on the cell-phone device identification. 
